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www.pcconnection.com/JumpstartVDI

Starting your desktop virtualization project is only a call away.  
Call your Account Manager to schedule a VMware View Manager Jumpstart today!

Find the View You’ve Been Looking For

Get a Jumpstart on Desktop Virtualization with VMware View Manager

For organizations in need of a 
streamlined virtualization process, 
VMware’s View Manager provides a 
painless way to centrally manage and 
deploy virtual desktops for end-users 
utilizing VMware Infrastructure.

PC Connection’s VMware View 
Manager Jumpstart program combines 
installation services with immersive 
training sessions to give your team 
the tools and experience they need. 
It delivers practical knowledge through 
a proof-of-concept setting, at your 
place of business. Much more than 
an installation, Jumpstart gives you 
the skills to optimize VMware View 
Manager for your own environment, 
including the expertise to overcome 
complexities and obstacles. 

How a Jumpstart Works
A VMware Certified Professional (VCP) 
consulting engineer conducts a 5-day 
workshop for up to 5 participants. The 
workshop involves the installation of VMware 
View and participants will receive strong 
knowledge transfer via hands-on experience 
and coaching by the consulting engineer. 
This workshop offers the chance to:

•  Learn how to create desktop templates 
and centrally provision and manage 
virtual desktops

•  Understand key VMware View Manager 
concepts including security, networking, 
and data center configuration

•  Experience the benefits and cost savings 
obtained by using VMware View Manager

The Perfect Fit
PC Connection’s Jumpstart training program offers quick and easy access to 
VMware View Manager’s ability to reduce costs while promoting great IT control. 
It integrates easily with:

• Organizations already using VMware Infrastructure 

•  Those interested in delivering virtual desktops to end-users

•  Customers concerned about rising desktop management costs

•  IT administrators seeking to improve and maintain end-user satisfaction, 
security, availability, and performance
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